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Guidance Issued to Facilitate Corporate Reorganizations
China’s Ministry of Finance and the State
Administration of Taxation (SAT) published two
circulars (i.e. Caishui [2014] No. 109 and 116) on

be met in cross-border reorganizations):
 The transaction has a bona fide business
purpose and the primary purpose of the

8 January 2015 that relax the requirements for

transaction is not to reduce, avoid or defer

reorganizations to qualify for special tax

the payment of tax;

treatment (i.e. no gain or loss will be recognized
on the date of reorganization for enterprise

 At least 75% of the total equity of the target

income tax purposes, but will be deferred to the

company, or the total assets of the transferor,

time of a subsequent taxable disposition) and to

is transferred in the acquisition (“minimum

grant a maximum five-year period to pay tax by

acquisition threshold”);

installment on gains realized when a

 There is no change in the original business

nonmonetary asset is contributed for equity. The

operating activities of the target business for

circulars apply retroactively as from 1 January

12 months after the reorganization;

2014, as well as to any transaction whose tax

 At least 85% of the total consideration

treatment has not been finalized.

received by the transferor is in the form of
equity; and

The circulars are a response to a notice issued
by the State Council in March 2014 asking the

 The major transferor does not transfer the

government to expand the scope of transactions

acquired equity for 12 months after the

eligible for special tax treatment and to make

acquisition.

improvements to the relevant tax policies.
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Circular 109

Background
Circular 109 reduces the minimum acquisition

Corporate reorganizations normally result in the

threshold from 75% to 50% for a share or an

taxable transfer of shares or assets, although in

asset acquisition to qualify for the special tax

certain cases, an enterprise may elect for special

treatment and introduces a new form of special

treatment to effectively achieve a deferral of

tax treatment for an intragroup "assignment" of

enterprise income tax if all of the following

shares or assets between resident enterprises.

conditions are satisfied in a domestic share or

The new form of special tax treatment will apply if

asset acquisition (additional requirements must

all of the following conditions are satisfied:

1

 The assignment of shares or assets are

will step up according to the taxing schedule of

between resident enterprises that have a

the gain. The installment treatment has been

100% direct control relationship, or that are

piloted in the China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade

both under the 100% direct control of the

Zone and now is rolled out nationwide.

same resident enterprise or same group of
resident enterprises;
 The assignment of shares or assets is based
on the net book value (NBV);
 The transaction has a bona fide business

Circular 116 also allows a taxpayer to elect to
apply special tax treatment (provided the
contribution of nonmonetary assets satisfies the
relevant conditions) instead of the five-year
installment treatment.

purpose and the primary purpose of the
transaction is not to reduce, avoid or defer
the payment of tax;
 There is no change in the original business

(4)

Deloitte Comments

Businesses generally have welcomed the
issuance of Circulars 109 and 116 because the

operating activities in relation to the shares or

circulars will allow share or asset acquisitions to

assets in concern for 12 months after the

be carried out in a more tax-efficient manner. The

assignment; and

new form of special tax treatment, which appear

 Neither the transferring nor the transferee

somewhat similar to income tax relief for

enterprise has recognized any profit or loss

intragroup share transfers under the pre-2008

for financial accounting purposes.

Foreign-invested Enterprise Income Tax regime
(i.e. Circular 207), may help facilitate intragroup

If the qualifying parties elect for this special tax

reorganizations under which tax deferral will be

treatment:

granted regardless of the percentage of

 Neither the transferor nor the transferee

shares/assets acquired and the form of the

enterprise will be required to recognize
taxable income;
 The tax basis of the shares or assets
received by the transferee will be determined
based on the NBV in the hands of the
transferor; and

consideration. Unfortunately, however, the new
form of special tax treatment do not apply to
intragroup cross-border reorganizations or
transfers of the shares of a resident company as
a result of the intragroup restructuring (e.g.
merger, division, liquidation, etc.) of its foreign
parent company.

 For tax depreciable assets assigned to the
transferee enterprise, the tax depreciation will

The SAT is expected to issue further guidance

be calculated based on the NBV in the hands

that contains details on the implementation of the

of the transferor.

two circulars and clarifies certain aspects (e.g.
definition of "assignment"). Affected taxpayers

(3)

Circular 116

Where a resident enterprise contributes
nonmonetary assets for equity in another
resident enterprise, it normally must recognize

should evaluate and explore the possibilities to
enjoy tax deferral of M&A deals, closely monitor
the regulatory and practice development, and
seek professional advice where necessary.

the fair market value of the assets over its tax
basis as a taxable gain. However, Circular 116
now allows the taxpayer to spread the gain over
a period of up to five years for enterprise income
tax purposes and pay the relevant tax in
installments. The tax basis of the acquired equity
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